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Abstract
Single-path code is a code generation technique specifically designed for real-time systems. It
guarantees that programs execute the same instruction sequence regardless of runtime conditions.
Single-path code uses loop bounds to ensure all loops iterate a fixed number of times equal to their
upper loop bound. When the lower and upper bounds are equal, the loop must iterate the same
number of times, which we call a constant loop.

In this paper, we present the constant-loop dominance relation on control-flow graphs. It is a
variation of the traditional dominance relation that considers constant loops to find basic blocks that
are always executed the same number of times. Using this relation, we present an optimization that
reduces the code needed to manage single-path code. Our evaluation shows significant performance
improvements, with one example of up to 90%, with mostly minor effects on code size.
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1 Introduction

Real-time systems are unique in their timing requirements. In addition to producing the
correct logical results, real-time programs must produce these results within a specific time
frame called the deadline. A result produced after the deadline is unacceptable, regardless of
its logical correctness. Real-time systems must statically guarantee that a task terminates
within the deadline. Here, a program’s worst-case execution time (WCET) is the critical
metric. In the simplest case, if the WCET can always be shown to be shorter than the
deadline, we know that the program will always produce its result in time for it to be useful.
For multi-task and multi-processor systems, scheduling must be done using each task’s WCET
to ensure all tasks adhere to their deadlines.

It is almost impossible to know the actual WCET of a program. Therefore, WCET
analysis provides an upper bound for it. This WCET bound can be used instead of the real
WCET when designing the system and verifying its timings. However, the halting problem
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has shown that creating a program (in this case, a WCET analyzer) that can tell whether any
given program will terminate is impossible [18]. To get around this inconvenience, real-time
programs are developed with certain restrictions that allow the code to be analyzable without
running afoul of the halting problem. One such restriction is to have loops with a bound on
the maximum number of iterations. In a real-time program, all loops must have an upper
bound on the number of iterations they may perform at runtime. This is a guarantee that
the programmer provides – often in the form of an annotation in the code – to the WCET
analyzer, which allows the analyzer to calculate an upper bound to the execution time. A
best-case execution time (BCET) is also often of interest for task scheduling [23]. To enable
efficient BCET analysis, a lower bound on loops is also often provided such that the analyzer
does not have to use zero as the default lower bound. If a loop’s lower and upper bounds are
equal, we call it a constant loop; a loop that always executes the same number of iterations.

Single-path code generation is a code-generation technique that ensures that programs
execute the same sequence of instructions regardless of runtime conditions [22]. This type of
code makes WCET analysis much easier, as the analyzer does not have to account for the
program executing different code traces based on what happens at runtime. The properties of
single-path code can significantly affect execution time [21]. Therefore, it must be optimized
to reduce the execution-time overhead.

The control-flow graph (CFG) is a directed graph that shows how execution can flow
through a function.1 Each node represents a block of sequential code, with edges specifying
where execution can continue. We use block and node interchangeably in this paper. If
a node in the CFG has multiple outgoing edges, we call that a branch. Depending on
some runtime condition, execution continues at the target node of one edge. Loops in a
function are represented by cycles in the CFG. The dominance relation identifies whether a
node is guaranteed to be executed before another node. This relation is critical in compiler
construction to ensure correct code generation and optimization [2]. However, the relation
does not account for loop bounds and constant loops.

In this paper, we present a new CFG relation called constant-loop dominance. It is a
variation of dominance that accounts for whether loops are constant to find blocks executed
a fixed number of times. Functions called from such blocks can be optimized to reduce the
overhead of converting them to single-path code. The contributions of this paper are: (1) a
definition of the constant-loop dominance relation and an algorithm for calculating it; (2) a
description of an optimization to single-path code that makes use of the relation; and (3) an
implementation of the algorithm and optimization in a compiler that produces single-path
code.

The paper is organized into six sections: The following section presents related work.
Section 3 provides background information to support the understanding of the rest of the
paper. Section 4 introduces the constant-loop dominance relation, an algorithm for finding
constant-loop dominators, how it is used to optimize single-path code, and a brief description
of the implementation. Section 5 evaluates our optimization’s performance and code size
impacts. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

The dominance relation is fundamental within compiler construction. Its first description
was given with a simple, O(n4) algorithm [17]. It was used to implement global common
expression elimination and loop identification. Its use continued in other important advances

1 We do not consider inter-procedural CFGs in this paper.
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like enabling the efficient computation of static single assignment form [6], which opens up
further optimization opportunities [10,24,30]. Significant work has been put into reducing
the runtime complexity of computing the dominance relation [1, 12, 29]. The state-of-the-art
includes an algorithm that runs in O(mα(m, n)), where n is the number of nodes, m is the
number of edges, and α is the inverse Ackermann’s function [16]. Finally, the quest for a linear
time algorithm has resulted in several proposals [3, 5, 9]. The challenge has been translating
the theoretical runtime complexity into practical implementations that outperform the older,
non-linear algorithms.

Knowledge about loop bounds is a fundamental requirement for analyzing WCET. As
such, any annotation language must include the ability to specify bounds [14]. However,
since manual annotations can be tedious for programmers to provide and be a source of
imprecision and errors, significant effort has gone into automatic methods for finding loop
bounds [4, 11,28]. Effort has been put into finding scenarios that can automatically derive
loop bounds. E.g., upper loop bounds can be derived by assuming a loop terminates and then
enumerating the state-space of the variables that influence the loop exit [7]. Machine learning
has also been used to try and find loop bounds [13]. While our work only uses annotated
loop bounds to find constant loops, any method for finding loop bounds is compatible.

Single-path code was introduced as a code generation technique specifically for real-time
systems [22]. It can be automatically generated from any WCET analyzable source code,
with a significant but manageable performance cost [21]. Single-path code is challenged by its
execution-time overhead. One avenue for improving this is to take advantage of its inherent
instruction-level parallelism when scheduling on a VLIW architecture [20]. In [19], we extend
single-path code with techniques to compensate for execution-time variability from memory
accesses. This ensures that single-path code has a constant execution time, eliminating the
need for WCET analysis.

3 Background

3.1 The Patmos Processor
Patmos was specifically designed for real-time systems. It is a RISC-style instruction-set
architecture with features that make it time-predictable and optimized for a low WCET [27].
Patmos has an in-order, dual-issue pipeline that maximizes throughput while being time-
predictable. All instructions are predicated by one of eight boolean predicate registers. If the
value of the predicate is true, an instruction is enabled, which means it executes normally. If
the predicate is false, the instruction is disabled. It still gets executed in the same amount
of time. However, it does not read from or write to any memories or update any registers;
effectively, the instruction becomes a no-op.

3.2 Single-Path Code
Single-path code was initially intended to make it computationally easier to perform WCET
analysis. Single-path code uses predication to convert the branching control flow of a
function into an instruction stream with only one execution path. To convert a function into
single-path code, three techniques are used:

If-Conversion. Any conditional branching is converted into predicated instructions, such
that only the needed path’s instructions are enabled at runtime. The resulting code always
executes all instructions in both paths, with only one path being enabled at a time. Looking

WCET 2023
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(b) Single-Path.

Figure 1 Conversion of a function with branching control flow (left) to single-path code (right).

at Figure 1, we can see the result of transforming a function to single-path code. Block b
conditionally branches to either c or d. The color coding of Figure 1a’s blocks matches the
conditions that led to that path being taken. In Figure 1b, the colors indicate that only if
the corresponding condition is true will the block’s instructions be enabled at runtime. As
such, we can see how if-conversion results in b always leading to first c and then d. However,
only if the red condition holds at runtime will c’s instructions be enabled. The same holds
for d, leading to either e or f in the traditional code, but eventually leading to both in the
single-path version. Notice how we have not colored the edges in the single-path version, as
they are always taken.

Loop-Conversion. Loops may iterate a variable number of times depending on runtime
conditions. To avoid this variability, single-path code converts loops to always iterate the
maximum possible number of times. Any superfluous iterations are instead disabled using
predication. Looking at our example, we can see the function has two loops, one containing
the blocks b, c, d, and e, and the second containing only f. A single-path loop maintains a
count of how many iterations have been executed and keeps looping until the maximum is
reached. Inside the loop, the condition that traditionally breaks out of the loop is instead
used as the predicate to all the instructions. This condition will become false at some point,
meaning any further iterations will have their instructions disabled.

Function-Conversion. Single-path code also has to account for function calls. Say we have
two branching paths, one of which performs a function call while the other does not. If we
predicate the function call as we do for the rest of the instructions, it will not cause control to
shift to the called function. This means the function’s instructions are not executed (neither
enabled nor disabled) if the path it was called from was disabled. Function-conversion ensures
every function call is performed the same number of times, analogously to loop-conversion.
Any call not logically necessary is instead disabled. Function-conversion copies all functions
that are called within single-path code. The copies are then modified to take an extra
predicate register argument, which specifies whether the function was called from an enabled
or disabled path. The body of the copied function is then predicated on that register; if it is
called from a disabled function, it will be disabled, too, and vice versa. The call instruction
in the caller is not predicated, instead being provided with the predicate of the calling code
to pass on. This ensures all functions are always called and executed, regardless of whether
their callers are enabled or disabled.

3.3 Definitions
A loop in a CFG is a set of strongly connected nodes, i.e., a path exists between any two
nodes. A natural loop additionally has an entry node, the header, which dominates all other
nodes in the loop, and a back edge that enters the header from another node in the loop.
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Dom CLDom (const(b)) CLDom (¬const(b))
a a, b, c, d, e a, b, c, d, e a, b, c, d, e
b b, c, d, e b, c, d, e
c c, d, e c, d, e
d d d, e
e e e e

Figure 2 Example CFG with the traditional dominator and constant-loop dominator relations.

The source node of a back edge is called a latch. An exit edge is an edge that connects a
node in the loop to one outside of it. If two natural loops have the same header, we treat
them as the same loop. We refer to these “merged” natural loops as a single loop. We define
the number of iterations a loop performs as the number of times a path enters its header.
All loops are either disjoint or nested within one another and identified by their headers. As
such, every node has a header, which is the header of the innermost loop it is contained in.
For consistency, we also consider the entire function as a pseudo-loop with the entry node as
the header. Nodes without successors are end nodes and are assumed to return from the
function.

Removing all back edges from the CFG results in an acyclic graph called a forward
control-flow graph (FCFG). We partition the FCFG into loop FCFGs of the subgraphs
containing only nodes whose header is the loop header. This means that for each loop,
we now have a dedicated FCFG. Each node in the graph is only in one FCFG, except the
headers, which reside in the FCFG of their enclosing loop and in the FCFG of the loop for
which they are headers. Exit edges are represented as edges from the header of the inner
loop to the original target node in the outer loop.

4 Constant-Loop Dominance

We consider CFGs with an optional label, const, on the headers of loops. If the label is
present, it means paths through the loop header must visit the header a fixed number of
times before exiting its loop. Otherwise, the number of visits may fluctuate between different
paths. We define the constant-loop dominance relation as follows: A node x constant-loop
dominates a node y (x cldom y) if every path from the entry to y visits x a fixed
number of non-zero times.

Looking at Figure 2, we can see the traditional dominator relation (Dom) and the
constant-loop dominator relations (CLDom) for the given CFG. CLDom is shown with the
loop headed by b being both constant and variable. The most obvious difference is that when
the loop is variable, none of its nodes constant-loop dominate other nodes or themselves. If
the loop is constant, we can see the result is the same except d also constant-loop dominates
e, unlike with traditional dominance. The last iteration of the loop must exit through c,
meaning d is always visited i − 1 times, where i is the max iteration count. Note that
constant-loop dominators behave the same as traditional dominators in the absence of loops.

4.1 Algorithm
Finding traditional dominators on acyclic directed graphs (DAGs) is done by calculating
the dominance for each node in topological order. Using topological order ensures that the
dominance of a node’s predecessors is established before getting their intersection to result
in the dominance of the current node (and remembering to add self-dominance.)

WCET 2023
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Algorithm 1 Constant-Loop Dominators.

CLDom(s): ▷ Starting node as input
1: H ← Inner loop headers
2: D ← ∅ ▷ Dominator set for nodes of fcfg(s)
3: ID ← ∅ ▷ Dominator sets for inner loops
4: IED ← ∅ ▷ End-Dominator sets for inner loops
5: for h in H do ▷ Analyze inner loops
6: ID[h], IED[h]← CLDom(h)
7: end for
8: for b | b ∈ topological_sort(fcfg(s)) do ▷ Find dominators
9: P ←

⋂
{D[a] ∪ IED[a] | ∀(a, b) ∈ fcfg(s) ∧ a ∈ H ∧ const(a)} ∩⋂
{D[a] | ∀(a, b) ∈ fcfg(s) ∧ (a /∈ H ∨ ¬const(a))}

10: D[b]←
{

P ∪ b if b /∈ H ∨ const(b)
P otherwise

11: end for
12: for h, v | ∀h ∈ H ∧ ∀v ∈ ID[h] do ▷ Extract dominators from loops

13: D[v]←
{

D[h] ∪ ID[h][v] if const(h)
D[h] otherwise

14: end for
15: L←

⋂
{header_end_dominators(l, D, IED) | ∀(l, s)}

16: E ←
⋂
{header_end_dominators(e, D, IED) | ∀(e, c) ∈ exit_edges(s)}

17: C ← {c | ∀c /∈ exits(s) ∧ ∀e ∈ exits(s) ∧ c ∈ header_end_dominators(e, D, IED)}
18: return D, (L ∩ (E ∪ C)

This traditional algorithm is the basis for our algorithm for finding constant-loop domina-
tors. It can be seen in Algorithm 1 on lines 8-11, where P (the intersection of predecessors)
has been edited for our relation. Instead of operating on the CFG, our algorithm operates on
the FCFG of the start node (fcfg(s)), which is a DAG. Since traditional and constant-loop
dominance are equivalent when there are no loops, they are also equivalent between pairs of
nodes within the same FCFG. This baseline, therefore, finds the correct constant-loop domi-
nance between nodes in the same FCFG. The rest of the algorithm accounts for dominance
between nodes of different loops (nested or in sequence).

In addition to returning the constant-loop dominator sets for each node in the given FCFG,
CLDom returns a second, helper set we will call the end dominators. The set is calculated
on lines 15-18. It represents the set of nodes in the current FCFG that would constant-loop
dominate a hypothetical successor node to the FCFG’s loop – assuming that node did
not have any other predecessors. It is calculated by finding the nodes that constant-loop
dominate all latches (L) and constant-loop dominate all exits (E) or are strictly constant-
loop dominated by all exits (C). The nodes adhering to these requirements are precisely
those that will always be visited a fixed number of times; they either are visited in every
iteration (L ∩ E) or will be skipped in the last iteration only (L ∩ C). The helper function
header_end_dominators does the following: If the given node is in the FCFG (n ∈ fcfg(s)),
the function returns that node’s constant-loop dominators (D[n]). Otherwise, the node must
be in one of the inner loops. header_end_dominators finds the header in the FCFG (h ∈ H)
whose loop contains the node; either directly or in a nested loop. If that header is constant,
it returns the constant-loop dominators of the header and end dominators of that inner loop
(D[h] ∪ IED[h]). Otherwise, it returns the header’s constant-loop dominators alone (D[h]).
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Our algorithm starts by recursing on the headers of inner loops in the FCFG (lines 5-7)
and storing the results for each. During dominator calculation for each FCFG node, we
add the end dominators of any constant headers to their dominator sets before intersecting
with the other predecessors (D[a] ∪ IED[a]). This is what ensures that any constant-loop
dominators are extracted from inner loops into the dominator sets of the current loop’s
nodes. Notice that header_end_dominators serves the same purpose in the end-dominators
calculation.

Lastly, we also need to extract the constant-loop dominators of the nodes of inner loops
into the current dominator set (lines 12-14). We give the loops’ nodes the dominators of the
header in the current dominator set, as those would not have been available in the recursive
call (since fcfg(h) does not contain nodes from outside the loop.) For constant loops, we
also add the dominator sets of each node from their loop’s recursive call (ID[h][v]) so they
are included in the final result. Not doing so for variable loops ensures that nodes within a
variable loop do not dominate anything, not even themselves.

To use CLDom for getting the constant-loop dominators of a function, we call it on the
entry node and ignore the end-dominators result. It will always be empty since functions
have no latches or exits.

4.2 Pseudo-Root Optimization
Single-path code can take advantage of constant-loop dominators to reduce execution times.
The optimization focuses on those blocks that constant-loop dominate all end blocks, which
means they will always be executed the same number of times per function call. We will
refer to these blocks as constant-loop dominant.

As described in Section 3, function-conversion makes functions in single-path code take a
predicate argument to enable or disable their bodies. However, this is not always necessary.
This is most obvious for any single-path root function; a function that is itself single-path
but is called from a non-single-path function (e.g., the main function.) A root function
is guaranteed to be enabled, making the predicate argument unnecessary. The original
single-path implementation recognized this and special-cased root functions not to need
the predicate argument [21]. This reduces the number of instructions needed for predicate
management, which results in reduced execution time.

The optimization of root functions can also be used for other functions. Any function
that we can guarantee is always called enabled can be optimized as if it was a root. Taking
this further, any function called from a constant-loop dominant block can also be optimized.
We can do so because it means we know exactly how many times the function is called from
that point, and function-conversion therefore does not need to account for variations in call
numbers (as there is no variation). The callee in cases like these is called a pseudo-root
since its code generation can be identical to a root’s. Any function called from a root or
pseudo-root in a constant-loop dominant block is also a pseudo-root.

The pseudo-root optimization uses constant-loop dominance to explore the call tree from
the root function(s) and identifies all pseudo-root functions. The single-path transformation
then uses the information to optimize all pseudo-roots to omit the predicate argument. It
also changes all call instructions to pseudo-roots to be predicated, so the functions are not
called when a block is disabled. Note that a function may be called from both a constant-loop
dominant block and one that does not dominate. E.g., it could be called both in the entry
block of a function and within only one side of a branch. In such cases, functions are
duplicated, such that two versions are used: one that takes an additional argument and one
that does not.

WCET 2023
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4.3 Implementation
We extend the open-source work presented in [21] with implementations of the constant-loop
dominance algorithm and the described optimization. Patmos’ compiler is based on the
LLVM compiler framework [15]. Its frontend, called Clang, produces the LLVM intermediate
representation called Bitcode. Bitcode is then compiled by the backend into machine code.
The previous work and our extensions all reside in the backend.

We have implemented our algorithm as a MachineFunctionPass in the LLVM backend.
At this stage, functions are in an intermediate representation close to Patmos machine code.
Our algorithm is run on each function and returns a map from their blocks to the set of
blocks that constant-loop dominate them. Our CFG does not have a const label. Instead,
we provide the algorithm a function that, when given a header, returns whether it should be
treated as constant. It does so by looking at the loop iteration bounds; if they are equal, the
loop must be constant.

Identifying pseudo-roots is done in the SPMark pass of the single-path transformation [21].
We update it so that while identifying functions that will be called from a single-path context,
it also identifies which calls are coming from a constant-loop dominant block and marks the
target functions as pseudo-roots.

The SPReduce pass assigns each instruction its predicate. It also removes predication
from call instructions and provides the additional predicate argument to functions. When it
sees a call instruction in a constant-loop dominant block in a pseudo-root function, it omits
the predicate argument, predicates the call instruction, and targets the pseudo-root version
of the function (instead of the version that takes a predicate argument.)

5 Evaluation

We use a subset of the TACLe benchmark suite [8] to evaluate the effect of enabling the
pseudo-root optimization for single-path code. We only include those programs that compile
and run correctly for single-path code with and without the optimization. We exclude the
duff program, as it has no branching and is fully inlined by the compiler, meaning no
changes are made to it by the single-path transformation. The filterbank program is also
excluded because it is so long-running that the simulator we use to run all the programs,
Pasim, saturates its cycle counter, meaning we do not know what the execution times are.

5.1 Performance
In Figure 3, we show the performance increase (blue bars) of enabling the pseudo-root
optimization (disabled−enabled

enabled × 100). First, note how 11 programs see no execution time
differences. All these programs – except huff_dec and gsm_dec – only have one function.
This can be seen in the first row of Table 1, where nine programs only have one function with
and without our optimization. The second row shows how many functions were recognized
as pseudo-roots. For all these functions, including huff_dec and gsm_dec, only the root was
recognized as a pseudo-root, meaning there is nothing to optimize.

Enabling the pseudo-root optimization produces wildly different results for the other
programs. In the lower end, cosf sees a small performance decrease. Looking at the third
row of Table 1, we see that many more instructions are used by single-path code with the
optimization (600 → 726). The fourth row also shows an increase in the total number of call
instructions (159 → 181), while the fifth row shows that there are very few calls between
pseudo-roots (8). This must mean the five pseudo-root functions found did not make up
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Figure 3 Performance and code size increase of enabling the pseudo-root optimization for single-
path code.

for the increase in code size from duplicating three of them. On the other hand, we have
the cubic program, which sees a 90 % performance increase. This number is all the more
impressive when we look at Table 1. First, notice that the number of functions increases
from 33 to 47. Notice also that the number of pseudo-roots found was 17 (including the
root). This means that 14 pseudo-roots are also used in a non-pseudo-root context, which
means two copies of each original function must be used. The rest of the functions are either
only used in a pseudo-root context (3) or in a non-pseudo-root context (16). The additional
copies of some functions also translate to an increased total of instructions used for managing
the single-path code (627 → 921) and the number of total call instructions (136 → 215),
with 58 calls being between pseudo-roots. So from where does all that performance come?
The source code shows that the main function is four constant loops nested within each
other. The function cubic_solveCubic is called four times before the loop and once in each
iteration of the inner-most nested loop. Cumulatively, the main function has 879 calls to this
function, all from constant-loop dominant blocks. Therefore, recognizing cubic_solveCubic
exclusively as a pseudo-root likely produces most of this substantial increase in performance.

5.2 Code Size

As we have explained earlier and seen in our results so far, using the pseudo-root optimization
can increase code size. The first source of this increase is the additional copies of functions
used in both pseudo-root contexts and non-pseudo-root contexts. Code size can also be
reduced when functions are exclusively pseudo-roots and therefore need fewer instructions
for managing predicates and calling other pseudo-roots.

We measure the total size of the final executable of each program with and without the
optimization and can see the result in the red bars of Figure 3. We can see that the difference
is negligible for most of the programs that were affected by our optimization. For others,
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Table 1 Compiler statistics for each program using single-path code. For each entry, the pseudo-
root optimization is disabled for the upper number and enabled for the lower. The metrics given are
the total number of functions, the number of pseudo-root (PR) functions, the number of single-path
management instructions, the total number of call instructions, and the number of calls between
pseudo-roots.
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there is a significant increase but none prohibitively so. We can see no correlation between
the increase in performance and code size. E.g., while cubic sees an enormous performance
increase, it only sees a 2.8 % size increase. fmref, on the other hand, sees a 6 % size increase
for a comparatively modest 7.7 % performance increase.

Lastly, we also need to note that the executables we have measured do not exclusively
contain single-path code. They also include all original versions of any single-path function,
any initialization code that eventually calls the benchmark function, and the standard
library. This means the size differences are likely bigger for both increases and decreases in a
real-world, single-path-only scenario.

5.3 Source Access

Patmos and its platform, T-CREST [25], are available as open-source and include the contri-
butions of this paper. The Patmos homepage can be found at http://patmos.compute.dtu.dk/
and provides a link to the Patmos Reference Handbook [26], which includes build instructions.

The T-CREST project repositories can be found at https://github.com/t-crest, with the
repository for the compiler used in this work at https://github.com/t-crest/patmos-llvm-
project (commit hash: 82eb73bff7336674027afecb254f1e3ebd1c23c2).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the constant-loop dominance relation and how it can be used for
optimizing single-path code. We first defined the relation as a variation of the traditional
dominance where the number of visits to a node must be constant. This takes loop bounds
into account to recognize constant loops. We then presented a recursive algorithm for finding
the constant-loop dominators. It first explores (nested) loops and uses the intermediate
results for the outer loops. We showed how the relation can be used to identify pseudo-root
functions in single-path code. These have the quality of being called a fixed number of times.
We used this property to optimize single-path code to require fewer instructions to manage
predicates and to reduce unnecessary calls. Our evaluation showed sporadic but significant
performance improvements from applying our optimization. While some programs saw no
execution-time differences, others saw an up to 90 % performance increase. We also showed
that the optimizations do affect code size, with executable sizes increasing by up to 6 %.

http://patmos.compute.dtu.dk/
https://github.com/t-crest
https://github.com/t-crest/patmos-llvm-project
https://github.com/t-crest/patmos-llvm-project
https://github.com/t-crest/patmos-llvm-project/tree/82eb73bff7336674027afecb254f1e3ebd1c23c2
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